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The ASIS San Francisco Bay Area Chapter kicked off the Second Annu-
al Women in Security Conference on April 5, 2017 at the beautiful 
Oracle Conference Center in Redwood Shores, California. We had 93 
attendees! 

The keynote presenters included Lisa Orrell, the “globally recognized 
employee dynamics expert” and Britta Wilson, Vice President of Inclu-
sion Strategies at Pixar Animation Studios. Lisa focused on personal 

branding in the workplace and Britta discussed how our beliefs shape our personal and professional 
views and dynamics. The group gave both speakers exceptional evaluations!  

The ASIS SF Bay Area Chapter Women in Security (WIS) committee was created by the drive and deter-
mination of Matt Livermore, a past chair of the chapter. He enlisted the help of Kim Whitworth of G4S 

to start the ball rolling in early 2014. She called a colleague, Alana Forrest, of Pixar Animation 
Studios and the rest is short history!  

Since April 2015, the group has grown from 
a small dinner of seven in San Francisco, to 
hosting two annual conferences and a holi-
day dinner/presentation. We hope to con-
tinue our efforts and grow the WIS move-
ment here in the Bay Area to include wom-
en and men from the security industry from 
all over the state of California.  

Second Annual—Women In Security Conference  

Lisa Orrell 

Britta Wilson 

Law Enforcement Appreciation Day (LEAD) 

The Law Enforcement Appreciation Day (LEAD) took place on  March 16, 2017  at 

the San Mateo Marriott San Francisco Airport . 

Sam Brock, Scott  Walker, Douglas Vincent 

Past Events 
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On December 22, 2016, the California Supreme Court devastated California employers, the security industry 

in particular, in the landmark case of Augustus v. ABM Security Services, Inc., ending an 11-year battle and 

holding that employers can no longer require employees to remain “on duty” or “on-call” during paid rest 

breaks. The Court ruled that the same standard that applies to off-duty meal breaks (that employees must be 

completely relieved of all duties) also applies to rest breaks.  

This ruling results in the potential reinstatement 

of a $90 million verdict against the security company, whose security guards re-

mained on-call during rest breaks and carried radios or other communication de-

vices in case they needed to return to work.  Even though it was clear that breaks 

were rarely interrupted, the Court held that the on-call requirement invalidated 

the rest breaks. 

What does this mean for California employers?    

 Employees must be relieved of all duties during their rest breaks. 

 Employees can no longer be required to remain “on duty” during rest breaks. 

 Employees can no longer be required to remain “on-call” (i.e., available for interruption) during rest breaks. According to the Court, 

“[Carrying a device or otherwise making arrangements so the employer can reach the employee during a break, responding when the 

employer seeks contact with the employee, and performing other work if the employer so requests. These obligations are irreconcilable 

with employees’ retention of freedom to use rest periods for their own purposes.” 

Employees cannot be required to remain on the premises during rest breaks. 

The Court’s decision may be unreasonable and impractical, but it is now the law in California.  This will mean big 
changes for many California employers. We encourage you to contact your employment attorneys to plan for the 
changes that need to be made. 

Written by:  Chris de Guzman CPP | Legislative Liaison Chairperson | Legislative@sfasis.org  

California Supreme Court Rejects “On Duty” or “On Call” Rest Breaks... 

Chris de Guzman  

Legislative Update 
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Practical Steps Employers Should Take Now 
 
During his inaugural address, President Trump provided a glimpse into 
the priorities his administration will pursue, including immigration en-
forcement. He stated, in part, “We will get our people off of welfare and 
back to work – rebuilding our country with American hands and Ameri-
can labor.” This clearly points not only a desire to prevent the outsourc-
ing of American jobs, but also a desire to ensure only authorized work-
ers in the United States are engaged in the workforce. 
 
President Trump and his administration will likely take employers to 
task who either knowingly or unknowingly have unauthorized employ-
ees on their payrolls.  Businesses big and small should take notice that 
an administration elected on a platform of strong immigration enforce-
ment will surely hold violators of these laws accountable. Employers risk 
a serious public relations crisis at best and/or equally as devastating, a significant enforcement action that disrupts business operations. 
 
The new Congress is likely to support additional resources this year for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to support enhanced en-
forcement. A combination of paper audits and onsite enforcement actions will prove a force multiplier in demonstrating the administration’s 
commitment to worksite enforcement. With the previous administration having expanded legal protections for new hires, it’s critically im-
portant that employers seeking to take additional steps to ensure their compliance with immigration laws do so in a way that doesn’t incur 
unintended consequences. 
 
Fortunately for many, there is time, albeit not much. Agents aren’t likely to show up on your doorsteps tomorrow. ICE has spent much of the 
last administration conducting worksite enforcement in a manner similar to the IRS – paperwork audits.  Even these paperwork audits have 
slowed significantly over the past two years and the agency has not publicized fines or results. Shifting to a policy where enforcement involves 
onsite inspections, more criminal cases against employers, and potentially arrests of unauthorized workers and managers will require a shift in 
resources and significant planning. That said, patience for businesses that haven’t heeded the shift in views of the new administration will like-
ly be short. Businesses will likely experience stiff fines, significant publicity, and even arrests of corporate leaders and managers who may be 
viewed as engaged in the hiring of unauthorized workers. Demonstrating that you are taking steps to ensure that your workforce is authorized 
is more forgivable than waiting to see if immigration agents have identified a problem.  

 
Join E-Verify now.  E-Verify remains a critical tool for immigration enforcement, and based on 
some media reports, will likely be expanded or made mandatory for all businesses in the near 
term. Although participation in E-Verify does not ensure complete immigration compliance, this 
participation shows good faith on behalf of the company. Companies that are not on E-Verify will 
likely remain higher targets for ICE enforcement activity. 
 
Conduct an internal audit of I-9s and your business immigration program.  It is important to re-
view I-9s not only for technical violations but for substantive violations. In addition, given the 
new Administration’s statements about the use of H-1B visas, employers that utilize those visas 
should review their program to ensure that they are in complete compliance. 

President Trump hints that worksite enforcement may return... 

Article 
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Develop or formalize internal processes and procedures for immigration compliance. This includes processes relating to employees who indi-
cate that they have adjusted their status during employment. 

 
I highly recommend any employer looking to evaluate their immigration compliance take a fresh look at their current program and engage 

appropriate experts. In today’s environment, employers are being asked to thread a needle, and engaging professional expertise is an im-

portant step to ensure employers successfully navigate the compliance environment. 

Guidepost Solutions is a leader in immigration compliance. Our consulting team includes multiple former immigration officials who support law 
firms and conduct extensive I-9 and business immigration reviews for our clients. Guidepost Solutions is the owner of the proprietary software 
solutions, SecureID.  SecureID is a cost-effective, comprehensive identity verification software system that is integrated with the Form I-9 and E
-Verify.  

 
 
Julie Myers Wood is the chief executive officer of Guidepost Solutions. She focuses on regulatory compliance and inves-
tigative work and has significant experience as a monitor on issues related to sanctions and anti-money laundering for 
global entities. Prior to joining the private sector, Ms. Wood served as Head of Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security leading its largest investigative component and the second largest inves-
tigative agency in the federal government. She can be contacted at jwood@guidepostsolutions.com.  
 

Upcoming Events... 

Julie Myers Wood 

President Trump hints that worksite enforcement may return continued... 

June 

June 

July 

15th  

6th  

13th   

20th  

17th   

2017 Annual Symposium—Security the Future: Leading in a Word of Change 

 Oracle Auditorium | 4030 George Sellon Circle, Santa Clara 

DHS /FBI Mountain View Corporate Security Symposium 

 Symantec Headquarters |350 Ellis Street, Mountain View 

July 

PSP Certification Review  

 Credit Karma | 769 Market Street, San Francisco  

July BBQ Luncheon Chapter Meeting 

 Baylands Park | 999 E Caribbean Dr, Sunnyvale   

August 
Larry Marshall Memorial Golf Tournament  

 Spring Valley Golf Course | 3441 Calaveras Rd, Milpitas   

For more  

information  

please visit our  

website at  

www.sfasis.org 

mailto:jwood@guidepostsolutions.com
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Proposition 47 (Prop 47) was passed by California voters in November 2014. De-
pending on who you ask, reducing penalties of most "non-serious and nonviolent 
property and drug crimes" from a felony to a misdemeanor is a positive move. 
This article is not meant to sway your opinion one way or another. Instead, it is 
intended to give the general public an insight into the effects of the proposition.  

Prior to passing Prop 47, if an individual was found to be in possession of nar-
cotics for personal use (crack cocaine, heroin, meth), he/she would be arrested 
and taken to County Jail. After spending several hours to several days in jail, the 
subject would then be given a court date (if the DA decided to press charges). If 
not, the subject is released and never has to go to court.  

Since passing Prop 47, if an individual is caught with narcotics for personal use, 
unless he/she meets certain violent history criteria, he/she is issued a citation and released on scene.  

So how does that effect the general public?  Well, cops can no longer transport a subject to jail for possession of narcotics in most cases like 
before Prop 47. Johnny Criminal who is caught with crack cocaine is now issued a ticket and sent on his way. After the police officer writes his/
her report, it is sent to the DA just like before. Whether charges are filed or not is another matter (for another article). But Johnny Criminal is 
still on the streets and the officer is at the station writing a report.  

Now this is how Prop 47 effects you and your property.  

It is common for Johnny Criminal who is addicted to narcotics, to steal (auto burglary, home burglary, fraud, petty theft etc.) to support his 
habit. Now when the proactive police officer "arrests" Johnny for possession of narcotics, Johnny is given his ticket and not taken to jail, leav-
ing Johnny with a slip of paper in his pocket and free to steal more in order to sell enough stolen goods to buy his next "fix".  A huge tool is 
taken away from Law Enforcement.  

When I worked undercover in East Oakland buying narcotics, I would speak to self admitted drug users at length prior to buying. This allowed 
me to quickly gain acceptance on drug corners, making my purchase easier, quicker and safer. Johnny Criminal would tell me how he needs to 
steal X amount of money worth of items to sell so he could buy his next fix.  And in uniform, I would commonly see narcotic criminal history 
mixed in with theft of property (property crime) in Johnny's criminal history.  

I know from my training and experience as a uniformed cop and more so as an undercover cop, that many narcotic users steal to support their 
drug use.  I've spoken to hundreds of admitted narcotics users who back this claim.  So when you wake up in the morning to find your car 
broken into, or when you go to work to find your office has been broken into, and your personal belonging are gone, I would be willing to 
bet  that the person who did that, is addicted to some sort of narcotic. 

I am not saying Prop 47 is a negative thing. There is positive language written in Prop 47. It is my opinion however, that burglaries, shop lifting, 
drug use, and auto theft will rise.  Quality of life issues will become more abundant as well. Stakeholders will find the need for added security 
measures as well. 

It should be noted that in most theft and some burglary cases, if the total amount of loss is less then $950, Johnny is not arrested an taken to 
county jail, he is given a ticket and sent on his way allowing him the rest of the night to break into your car or business or home.  

Written by: ASIS SFBA Member | Christopher Eggers | www.clavusgroup.com    

Prop 47—Safe Neighborhoods & Schools Act  

Opinion Piece  
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Thank you 2017 Sponsors! 

2017 Chapter 

Chairs  

Swearing in of 2017 Chapter Chairs  

Chapter Chairperson 

David G Rickerson CPP  

Chair@sfasis.org 

Chapter  Vice Chair-

person 

Ronald J Gallegos 

ViceChair@sfasis.org 

Chapter Treasurer 

Anjanette Brennan 

Treasurer@sfasis.org 

Chapter Secretary 

Carl Cunningham 

Secretary@sfasis.org 
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Any Newsletter Ideas? 

Stay connected with the chapter!  

ASIS-SF Bay Area Chapter Facebook.com/SFASIS  ASIS-SF Bay Area Chapter Alicia L. Domingos 

Got newsletter ideas? 

Email me at 

newsletter@SFASIS.org 

New Members... 
 Angel Aroche 

 Adrian Betancourt 

 Vincent Bianco 

 Kimberly Birdsall 

 Donald Bolden 

 Robert Browning 

 Alex Castillo 

 Maria Cho 

 Samuel Chritton 

 Kalani Clyburn 

 Eric Coffey 

 Rolan De Jesus 

 Jaime Deras 

 Jason Dickerson 

 Gregg Dietz 

 Robert Dixon 

 Stephanie Douglas 

 Reinalyn Duma 

 Luis Escamilla 

 Kevin Fellon 

 Martin Feuerbach 

 Benjamin Fisher 

 Bryan Fontz 

 Michael Ginty 

 Terrence Gold 

 Francis Hall 

 Kevin Irvin 

 Don Jones 

 John Kamikihara 

 Eric King 

 Thomas Kohler 

 Jonas Kriks 

 John Mack 

 Randy Malashus 

 Sal Mani 

 Rocky McCants 

 Ralph Mcnamara 

 Daniel Miranda 

 Mikaela Mitchell 

 Shabnam Mokhtarani 

 Cristina Morales 

 Tim Moreno 

 Jonathan Neto-Dhuyvetter 

 Zachary O'Hara 

 Danielle Outlaw 

 Rick Paquin 

 Rachael Paskvan 

 John Pennebaker 

 Mark Pichel 

 David Pigott 

 Jennifer Plotke 

 Shelby Prue 

 Fiona Raymond-Cox 

 Sid Real 

 Nicolas Reyes 

 Jim Rivera 

 Miguel Ruiz 

 Nicolas Reyes 

 Jim Rivera 

 Miguel Ruiz 

 Andrea Sims 

 John Soto 

 Erin Stone 

 Adam Sustachek 

 Phi Tonnu 

 Owen Turner 

 Robyn Tyson 

 Carlton Vaughan 

 Dan Wallace 

 Tor Warmdahl 

 Marlene Weber 

 Erin Wilk 

 Robert Williams 

 Steven Wright 

 Herb Yee 

 Brandy Yonek 


